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MELANIE MATCHETT WOOD

Please ask Melanie if you need more details about the intended topic.

(1) September 4, Introduction and organization: global fields, basic questions of arith-
metic statistics (field counting, class group counting), the geometric side of function
fields, moduli spaces, organization of the seminar

(2) September 11, Moments determining a distribution and Class group counting as field
counting [Probably the easiest lecture to give]: introduce moments of random abelian
groups [CKL+15, Section 3.3], moments determining a distribution [EVW16, Lemma
8.2], [Woo15, Theorem 3.1] (note we are not yet determining all moments, so this is
mostly for philosophy at this point), class group is Galois group of Hilbert class field
(Section 3.4 of Poonen’s “A brief summary of the statements of class field theory”),
surjections from class groups of Γ fields to abelian A corresponding to AoΓ extensions
when (|A|, |Γ|) = 1 ([Woo16, Section 3], [LWZ19, Section 9])

(3) September 18, Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula [Ideally given by someone who
already knows about etale cohomology]: Lang-Weil bound [LW54, Theorem 1] and
how it implies that for q → ∞ with dimension, degree, ambient projective space
fixed, X(Fq) ∼ cqd, where c is the number of geometric components of X defined
over Fq and d is the dimension (do an example like x2 − Dy2 = 0 to see that need
geometric components defined over Fq), Brief statement of properties of étale coho-
mology (comparsion with singular cohomology, Frobenius eigenvalue on H top

c , bound
on size of Frob eigenvalues for smooth), statement of Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace
formula for smooth schemes (not necessarily proper)

(4) September 25, Introduction to Hurwitz spaces: [FV, Section 1]
(5) October 2, More Hurwitz schemes: [LWZ19]: Lemma 10.2 statement, Section 11

describe functor of points of the schemes HurnG,∗ and HurnG,c, statement of Proposi-
tion 11.4 (define map to Conf), Proof of Lemma 10.2 (explain correspondence with
function fields), Lemma 11.8

(6) October 9, Algebraic lifting invariants I and components of Hurwitz spaces over the
complex numbers, see “An algebraic lifting invariant. . . ” on my webpage, Sections
2,3

(7) October 16, Algebraic lifting invariants II, see “An algebraic lifting invariant. . . ” on
my webpage, Sections 4-6

(8) October 30, Example: the 5-part of real quadratic fields for large q. Do [LWZ19,
Section 10] for Γ = Z/2Z andH = Z/5Z with the−1 action of Γ (Lemma 10.2 already
covered, Lemms 10.3 just state), replace Lemma 10.4 with your own computation of
components here, using the algebraic lifting invariant (which you can assume gives
exactly components, use end of Theorem 12.1 to see which are Frob fixed), and then
sketch the proof of Theorem 1.4 in this case
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(9) November 6, Implications of Homological Stability [EVW16]: Main argument in proof
of Theorem 8.8 on page 778 (don’t worry about what exactly the spaces are here, or
the technical details, just show how this kind of bound on cohomology gives what kind
of result), Statement of Proposition 7.8, how Proposition 7.8 follows from Corollary
6.2 (main input) and Proposition 2.5

(10) November 13, Homological Stability I [EVW16, Section 3 and start of Section 4]
[Coordinate with next lecture], make to to remind which Hurwitz spaces and what
hypotheses on (G, c)

(11) November 20, Homological Stability II [EVW16, rest of Section 4] [Coordinate with
previous lecture]

(12) December 4, Homological Stability III [EVW16, Section 5]
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